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ABSTRACT: It argues for making use of text structure when retrieving from full text documents and presents a
visualization paradigm called Tile-Bars. The result lists of popular web search engines represent retrieved documents
with a title a brief textual summary and a URL into the conventional search result interface. A set of guidelines for the
design of exploratory search interfaces. An thoughtful of the impact of categorized overviews on search tactics will be
useful to Web search developers. The image in our model is the solar system with its planets and asteroids revolving
around the sun. Position, shade, effort, and three-dimensional distance of objects in the visual space are used to
represent the semantic relationships between a query and relevant Web pages.
It deals with a certain session of optimization methods, based on conservativeconvexseparable approximations
(CCSA), for solving inequality-constrained nonlinear programming problems.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Data mining is that the method of extracting or mining information from great deal of information. clustering is one of
the most interesting and important topics in data mining. Data mining consists of five major elements:

Extract, renovate and load contract records onto the data warehouse system.

Collection and cope the data in a multidimensional database system.

Provide data access to business bazaar analyst and information technology authorities.

Analyze the data by presentation software.

Current the data in a useful format, such as a grid or stall.
Data mining is that the method of extracting or mining information from great deal of information .It’s Associate in
analytic method designed to explore giant amounts of information in search of consistent patterns and systematic
relationships between variables and to validate the findings by the detected patterns to new subsets of information. It is
often viewed as a result of natural evolution in development of clustering is one of the most interesting and important
topics in data mining. The aim of clustering is to find intrinsic structures in data, and organize them into meaningful
subgroups for further study and analysis. There have been many clustering algorithms published every year. the simple
algorithm k-means still remains as one of the top 10 data mining algorithms nowadays. It is the most frequently used
partition clustering algorithm in practice. Another recent scientific discussion states that k-means is the favorite
algorithm that practitioners in the related fields choose to use. Needless t mention, k-means has more than a few basic
drawbacks, such as sensitiveness to initialization and to cluster size, and its performance can be worse than other stateof-the art algorithms in many domains. In spite of that, its simplicity,
II.

RELATED WORK

In [1]authorsused the field of information retrieval has traditionally focused on textboxes consisting of titles and
abstracts. As a consequence, many fundamental molds must be altered for retrieval from full-length text assemblies.
This paper argues for making use of text structure when retrieving from full text documents, and presents a imagining
paradigm, called Tile-Bars, that demonstrates the usefulness of explicit term distribution information in Boolean-type
queries. Tile Bars simultaneously and compactly indicate relative article length, query term amount, and query term
distribution. The patterns in a column of Tile Bars can be quickly scanned and deciphered, aiding users in making
judgment DEMERITS:Document content information is difficult to display using existing graphical interface
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techniques because textual information does not conform to the expectations of sophisticated display paradigms.A
problem with applying similarity search to full-length text documents is that the structure of full text is quite
differentfrom that of abstracts.Central problem is determiningwhere one set of terms ends and the next begins. The
algorithmis domain-independent, and is fully implemented.MERITS:Preliminary results indicate that scores can be
improved by taking individual term distribution preferences for individual queries into account.Although the time for
retrieval is greater than for a standard Boolean full-text query.
In.[2]authorpresent a novel approach that incorporates visualization The result lists of popular web search engines
represent retrieved documents with a title, a brief textual summary and a URL into the conventional search outcome
interface. For each resulting document, amounts of the entire query are concisely depicted in the form of a small,
document-shaped icon. An participant user study was carried out to compare our design with the traditional search
result list in terms of accuracy and commission performance. Though statistically major differences in performance
were not observed, the participants’ particular ratings and views of the visualization’s utility were optimistic. Despite
the fact that the visualization introduces a new and somewhat complicated variable to consider when evaluating search
result lists, the participant’s performance did not fall below their performance level with the traditional interface.
DEMERITS:The majority of existing Web search engines present relevant Web pages in a list with titles and short
paragraph descriptions extracted from the texts.The existing Web search framework, users’ topics of interest or
contextual information can only be introduced as a different query.Existing Web search visualization tools do not show
the degree of relevance between a resulting page or a group of resulting pages and the query in the context of users’
subjects of interest.MERITS:The structural information in Web pages in determining the importance of a keyword, we
also implement an adjustment mechanism.Primary advantage of the manual mode (i.e. a subject icon is dragged around
via mouse) is that users can view the impact of a moving subject on a local area in the visual space by changing both
the moving speed and the direction of a subject icon [3]author Categorized overviews of web search results are a
promising way to support user examination, sympathetic and detection. These search interfaces combine a metadatabased overview with the list of search results to enable a rich form of interaction. A study of 24 urbane users carrying
out complex tasks suggests how searchers may adapt their search tactics when using categorized overviews. This mixed
methods study evaluated branded overviews of web search results organized into thematic, physical, and administration
categories. Participants conducted four exploratory searches during a 2-hour session to generate ideas for newspaper
articles about specified topics such as ‘‘human rustling.’’ Results showed that subjects explored deeper while feeling
more organized, and that the considered overview helped subjects better
Assess their results, although no significant differences were detected in the quality of the object philosophies. A
qualitative analysis of searcher comments identified seven tactics that participants reported adopting when using
categorized overviews. DEMERITS:Initially we did not expect to find the Television category under Arts, and they
found this troubling.Longitudinal studies have been used to examine changes in tactics and query terms in relation to
changes in searchers’ information problem stage.The category labels in the overview indicate which categories results
arein, but this may be limited to the top few levels because of the limited display space.MERITS:To mitigate these
problems, this study adopted a mixed methods approach. It shows how a combination of qualitative and quantitative
methods can address research questions related to exploratory search.Benefits of categorized overviews for many
search tasks and users seem strong enough to warrant further research, refined designs, and more commercial
implementations.Useful for digital library and web search designers, information architects, and web developers
because they provide guidance for the appropriate integration of visual overviews with search result lists. [4]It deals
with a certain class of optimization methods, based on conservativeconvexseparable approximations (CCSA), for
unraveling in equality-constrained nonlinear programming problems. Each generated iteration point is a feasible
solution with lower objective value than the previous one, and it is proved that the arrangement of iteration points
converges toward the set of Karush–Kuhn–Tucker points. A major advantage of CCSA methods is that they can be
applied to problems with a very large number of variables (say 104–105) even if the Sacking matrices of the objective
and restraint functions are dense. DEMERITS:There are outer and inner iterations in the methods. An outer iteration
starts from the current iterate x(k) and ends up with a new iterate x(k+1).
The original objective and constraint
functions are replaced by certain convex separable functions which approximate the original functions around
x(k).These inner iterations are repeated until the approximating objective and constraint functions become greater than
or equal to the original functions at the optimal solution of the subproblem.MERITS:Benefit of CCSA methods is that
they can be successfully applied to problems with a very large number of variables, if the Hessian matrices of the
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objective and constraint functions are dense. This property is to a large extent due to the usage of separable
approximations.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced Project-Snippet, a novel technique to visualize the collection of textual snippets returned from a web
query. The method builds intuitive and meaningful layouts that optimize the placement of snippets by employing an
innovative energy functional that considers both overlapping removal and preservation of neighborhood structures. We
showed results illustrating how the Project-Snippet layouts convey a global view of the results from a query while
allowing for identifying similar content through a clustering mechanism. Since Project-Snippet relies only on
information extracted from the textual snippets, it can be plugged into search engines in a straightforward manner, with
a modest impact on the computational times. The unique combination of simplicity, low computational cost, and
flexibility renders Project-Snippet an attractive alternative for visualizing web queries results. We are currently
investigating interactive mechanisms to enable a free navigation in the snippet-based layout as well as on how to
modify the energy functional to improve the layout so that it better highlights density information and similarity
between neighboring snippets.Visualization techniques to support Queries searching can be split into two major groups:
methods for visualizing free text queries, which provide visual tools to assist the querying process, and techniques for
visualizing the outcome of a particular query.
We focus our discussion on the latter group to contextualize the technique proposed in this paper. Specifically, we
discuss methods tailored to provide visual representations of the results of a textual search process, disregarding
approaches aimed at visualizing document collections in general. Albeit potentially applicable in the scenario
considered here, they typically neglect the specificities of this kind of application. A comprehensive survey that
addresses aspects not covered here may be found in the works by Yao et al. The book by Hearst also surveys
contributions on visual interfaces to support general search tasks. Techniques for visualizing textual search results may
be organized based on their underlying visualization paradigm. Data mining involves many tasks such as Association,
Decision Support system, Pattern Recognition, Classification, Clustering etc in order to obtain useful information from
large amount of data Clustering has been used in a number of applications such as engineering, biology, medicine and
data mining. One of the most widely used algorithms is K-Means clustering. It partitions the objects into clusters by
minimizing the sum of the squared distances between the objects and the centroid of the clusters. The K-Means
clustering is simple but it has high time complexity, so it is not suitable for large data set. The algorithm allows early
termination of the distance calculation by introducing a premature exit condition in the search process.
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